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What we’re exploring now

What we’ve done before

What’s a bright point?
Photospheric bright points are small (~100 km) regions of
concentrated (~1 kG), vertical magnetic flux. They appear in
intergranular lanes (center left panel below) and are shaken
about by convective churning.
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Carlsson et al. (2004), ApJ, 610, L137.

Bright points are the bases
(“footpoints”) of flux tubes
extending from the photosphere
to the corona. Illustrated above,
these tubes widen as gas
pressures decreases above the
surface, and have kinks
propagating upward from past
shaking of the footpoints.

Results
ROUGH corks’ power spectrum falls off at high frequencies,
suggesting:
● High-frequency bright point motion is turbulence-driven
● Low-frequency motion driven by large-scale granule flow
● MURaM bright points show more power than observations
● Is more motion resolved with better resolution? Is it an
observational effect, is alignment subtracting some real
motion? Are the simulated bright points overly-active?
We might find out with DKIST!
● MURaM corks show more power than bright points at low
frequencies
● Bright points have a physical depth into the photosphere;
corks don’t. This may provide anchoring against longterm motion.
●
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Standard algorithms such as cross-correlation or optical-flow tend to calculate a single, average velocity for each clump of
pixels, whereas the bright point velocity field will change significantly pixel-by-pixel. We’re currently attempting to develop
an algorithm that seeds an initial bright point shape with mutually-repulsive particles (like electrons) which are allowed to
relax and fill the bounds of the bright point’s later shape. Connecting the initial and final position of each particle should
provide a high-resolution and reasonably simple velocity map within the bright point, which we will use with other models to
estimate the energy flux in these higher-order MHD waves. Due to the ambiguity of shape changes, we will not be able to
compute the true, exact energy flux in these wave modes, but we will be able to produce a representative estimate of the energy
budget.

Connectivity to corona
Once a wave is excited, it needs to travel up to the corona. Modeling up until
now seems to have assumed that all waves do make this journey. However,
due to the mixed polarity of the bright point population, we would expect
some flux tubes to bend over and connect to neighboring bright points of
opposite polarity rather than reaching the corona. This would reduce the total
possible energy flux from the photosphere.
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In MURaM, we automatically identified and tracked bright points. We also
tracked passive traces for an apples-to-apples comparison with ROUGH.
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This poster recaps past work of ours seeking to measure this
spectrum with higher spatial-resolution data and investigate just
how bright point motion is driven. This poster also outlines how
we’re seeking to further understand the energy transfer through
these tubes.

We emulated bright points in ROUGH as passive tracers, or “corks”, that
simply follow the plasma flow. This keeps them in the downflow lanes, where
horizontal flows are converging.
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Convective churning shakes bright points and excites waves in the
points’ flux tubes. These waves are believed to dissipate in the
corona and deposit energy—a driver of coronal heating. The
power spectrum of bright point motion is the spectrum of the
waves launched and serves as input to models of Alfvén wave
propagation through the corona and heliosphere [1].

Left: The motion path of a passive tracer in ROUGH
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Why care about bright points?

Otherwise, the granulation patterns look
similar between the two models.
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At the photosphere, the tubes’ magnetic pressure offsets gas
pressure. This reduces the gas density and allows photons to
escape from deeper, hotter depths. This makes the footpoint look
like a bright point at the tube’s base, and is the only easilyobservable feature of the flux tube. This is all shown in simulation
in the lower-left panel above by the black line marking the
average formation height for vertical rays of escaping light.

Bright points don’t just move as rigid bodies. They bend, twist, grow and
shrink. Just as horizontal motion excites kink-mode waves in the overlying flux
tube, these shape and size changes are expected to excite sausage-mode and
higher-order waves which can also carry energy to the corona. It’s only with
high-resolution observations such as those from DKIST that we’ll be able to
resolve and measure these motions.
Right: A bright point in two
successive frames (20s apart) from
the MURaM simulation of [3]. Both
the brightness feature and the flux
enhancement change shape
markedly.
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When a bright point changes shape, the plasma and vertical field lines must be moving horizontally to rearrange into the new
shape, which can be modeled as a time-varying velocity field within the bright point (shown above left). Many such fields can
reproduce a given shape-change. Since horizontal velocity can’t be measured with sufficient resolution, the task is to identify
the most likely or simplest flow field for a given shape change.

Cranmer et al. (2015), RSPTA, 373, 20140148.

By design, ROUGH lacks the wispy,
turbulent edges in MURaM.

Shape changes

Observations from [4]

Above: The spectra discussed to the left

We tracked bright points by tracking their centroids, similar to others’ work [4, 5]. But bright points change
shape and have fuzzy edges, adding uncertainty in centroid location. This causes centroid jitter which can
distort power spectra. We show in [2] that we believe the above spectra are unaffected, but DKIST’s high
spatial and temporal resolution will likely leave this type of analysis contaminated with jitter noise. This
prompted some of the work in the next section.

To investigate this possibility, we’ve begun extrapolating the magnetic field
above bright points and tracing field lines. To do this simply, we follow [6] in
creating flux-tube-like sources by placing a magnetic monopole and a dipole
slightly below the photospheric surface. This creates a collimated, vertical
magnetic field—a flux tube—above the bright point which spreads out
realistically at a height of 1000 km (shown above right). (Real flux tubes
spread out as plasma pressure decreases above the surface, forming a unified
canopy above ~1000 km.) This approach lets us quickly calculate the magnetic
field at arbitrary precision. We then trace field lines down from a uniform grid
at a height of 2000 km and see which sources they connect to (shown below
right).
For our first steps, we’ve placed one of these monopole/dipole sources at the
center of each bright point identified in a frame from the MURaM simulation
of [3]. Each source has a constant strength but has a polarity determined by
that of its bright point. Initial results over a number of simulation frames show
that up to 10% of bright point flux tubes do not reach a height of 2000 km.
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Moving bright points might be a source of
coronal heating, but the closer you look at
them, the harder they are to measure.

In previous work [2], we compared the motions of bright points and bright point analogues across two
simulations, both providing spatial resolution comparable to DKIST and beyond current observations. The
first simulation, MURaM, is a realistic, 3D, full-MHD simulation [3] which includes actual bright points. We
developed the second simulation ourselves, called ROUGH (Random, Observationally-motivated, Unphysical,
Granulation-based Heliophysics). ROUGH is a phenomenological model that reasonably reproduces solar
granulation but without any turbulence. Its control parameters also deal with granulation directly rather than
only fundamental physics.
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Above: Extrapolated flux tubes above a
single MURaM frame.
Below: At a height of 2000 km, the spatial
domains connected to each bright point.
Dots indicate bright point positions.
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The big picture
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